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PROJECTIVE DIMENSION OF COMPLEX BORDISM
MODULES OF CW-SPECTRA, II
HIDEAKI OSHIMA AND ZEN-ICHI YOSIMURA
(Received December 18, 1972)
In the previous paper [I] with the same title we tried to extend some results
of [6, 8 and 9] to connective CW-spectra X. And we gave necessary and
sufficient conditions that the Thorn homomorphism
is an epimorphism and that the homomorphism
(lifting the Thorn homomorphism μ
c
: MU*(X)-*K*(X)) is an epimorphism.
In the present paper we study conditions that
is an epimorphism for a general w^>0.
As our main results we have
Theorem 1. Let X be a connective CW7-spectrum and O^τz<oo. The
following conditions are equivalent'.
I) μζii): MU*(X)-*MUζn>*(X) is an epimorphism;
II) μ<n> induces an isomorphism μζn}: MUζfl>*®MU*(X)-*MU<n>*(X);
III) ΎoτMp^MU<kή>^MU^(X))=0 forallp^l;
I I I /
Theorem 2. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and 0 ^ w< oo. If one of
the equivalent conditions stated in Theorem 1 is satisfied, then
0) horn dimMU*MU*(X) ^ n+1.
We use all notations and notions defined in [I] and quote the theorem of [I]
in such a form as "Theorem I. 4".
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1. Let X be a /-connected CW-spectrum and {Xp} the skeleton filtration of
X. For p^l-\-ϊ and n^>0 we consider the following commutative diagram
MU,+ι(XpIXp-1) -* MUAX*-1) — MUAXp)
1 I 1
XpIXplU<y
with exact rows. μ<ra>: MUJ{Xp/Xp-1)->MUζnyj(XPIXp-1) is an epimorphism
for each y and particularly an isomorphism for each / ^  2w+^+1. By an induction
on p we can show that
is an isomorphism for eachy^2«+/+2. Passing to the direct limit, we get
Lemma 1. Let X be a l-connected CW-spectrum and w^O. Then μ(jί}\
MUj(X)->MUζn>j(X) is an isomorphism for each j<^2n+1+2.
Lemma 2. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum andθ^n< oo.
(X) is (torsion) free as a Z-module for each j^*k, then MUζn-}-Y)j(X) is so for
the same j .
Proof. First we assume that MTKny^X) is torsion free abelian for each
j^k. Consider the following commutative diagram
( μ < > y ( )
where j^k. The upper row is exact by (I. 1. 3) and the bottom row is exact by
virtue of Dold's theorem. By a routine discussion involving an induction on
degree j we can show that
MU<n+ V>.{X)-*MU<n+ V}j{X)®Q
is a monomorphism, i.e., MUζn+ l>y(-X") is torsion free abelian for j^k. And
there exists a short exact sequence
Then, the assumption that MU<rΐ).(X) is free abelian for eachy<& implies that
MUζn+Yyj(X) is so for the samej.
By Lemma 1 and iterated applications of Lemmas 2 and I. 3 we have
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Proposition 3. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and 0<n<m<oo.
If MUζn)j(X) is {torsion) free as a Z-module for eachj<k, then
i) MlKm).(X) is (torsion) free as a Z-module for eachj<k, and
ii) μζn—1>: MUi(X)-*MUζn— 1>, (^ Q is an epimorphism for each i< k+2n+1.
Corollary 4. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and W-^Xa Y a partial
connective MU^-resolution of X of length 1. If μ<»>: MU.(X)-*MU<ny.(X) is
an epimorphism for each j<k, then μ(n—\y: MUi(Y)-^MU<jι—V)i(Y) is an
epimorphism for i<i k-\-2n+1.
Proof. Obviously
is exact ϊorj<k. So MUζn)j(Y) is free abelian ϊorj<k. The required result
follows from Proposition 3.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. We prove in the order:
"Π)-*I)» and " Π I ) - ^ I I I ) ' " are trivial and C Ί Π ) - * Π ) " has already been
established in Corollary 1. 9.
I)-»ΠI): By induction on n. The n = 0 case is true by Theorem I. 4.
Assume that μ<n>: MU*(X)-*MU<ji>*(X) is an epimorphism, w^>l. A
partial connective MU*-resolution W-*XdY of X yields the following com-
mutative diagram
0—TorTOMlW*. MC7*(.X))—Mtf<n>* ®
\
MIT*
<
with exact rows. Since MU*(Y)-*MUζn—ΐ>*(Y) is an epimorphism by
Corollary 4, the induction hypothesis shows that Ύor*?l(MU<n— l>*,Mt/*( Y))
= 0 for all p^. 1. Consider the exact sequence
, MU*(Y))
n-l>*, MU*(Y))
induced by the exact sequence Q^MU<n}^-^-^-MU<n}^^-MU<n—1>*-> 0.
By an induction on degree j we can see
*, MU*{Y))=0 for
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Therefore the left vertical map in the above diagram is an isomorphism because
III) implies II). So it follows immediately that
>>*, MU*(X))=0
Moreover we have
Tor?f^(MC/<n>*, MU*(X))^TorΉ:(MU<ή>*, MU*(Y))=0
for
* ! ) : By an induction on degree k we show that μζn)k: MUk(X)-+
MU<tι)k{X) is an epimorphism. First, remark that MUI(X)=MU<n}ι(X)=^0
for sufficiently small /. Now we assume that μζn}j is an epimorphism for each
j<,k— 1. From a partial connective M£/*-resolution W-*XdY of X we
obtain the following commutative diagram
0=Tor*°\{MU<rι\, * ( ) ) ( < > * g
MIT,
k{ Y)
g
-+MU<n>k_1(W)
with exact rows. The right vertical map is an isomorphism by Proposition
1. 5 and the left one is an epimorphism by Corollary 4. By chasing the above
diagram we see immediately that MUζn>k(W)->MUζnyk(X) is an epimorphism.
Hence we get that
μ<tϊ>k: MUk{X)^MU<n\{X)
is an epimorphism.
Proof of Theorem 2. We prove by an induction on n that I) implies 0).
The n=0 case is true by Theorem 1. 4.
Assuming that μ<n) : MU*(X)-*MUζn)*(X) is an epimorphism, n ^ l ,
μζn—1>: MU*(Y)->MUζn—1)>*( Y) is an epimorphism because of Corollary 4.
So we see by the induction hypothesis that horn dimMt7+ MU*{Y)<n. This
implies
horn dimMt/% MU*(X)<n+l.
3. Here we discuss another condition that μζn) is an epimorphism.
Lemma 5. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and 0<w<τ/z<oo. If
μ(rι}: MU*(X)-*MUζny*(X) is an epimorphism, then X admits a connective
MU(tn)^-resolution of length n-\-\.
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Proof. By induction on n. The n=0 case is true by (I. 3. 2).
Next, assume that μζn) : MU*(X)-+MU(n)*(X) is an epimorphism, w^ > 1.
By Lemma I. 4 μζm>\ MU*(X)->MU<tny*(X) are epimorphisms for all m^n.
This implies that a partial connective MU*-resolution W-*XaY of X of
length 1 forms a partial connective Mt/^m)^-resolution of X of length 1. On
the other hand, μ<jι—1> : MU*(Y)->MUζn—1>*(30 is an epimorphism by
Corollary 4. The induction hypothesis insists that Y admits a connective
MC/<»*-resolution of length n. Consequently X satisfies the required
property.
As is easily seen, Lemma 5 implies
Proposition 6. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and 0< w< <χ>. μ<n>:
MU*(X)-+MUζn>*(X) is an epimorphism if and only if X admits a connective
MUζii)*-resolution.
Finally we restrict our interest to the special cases «=0, 1.
Proposition 7. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and 0 < n < o o . The
following conditions are equivalent:
i) horn ά\mMUJV[U*{X)< 1
ii)
rt X admits a connective MUζri)^-resolution of length 1
iii) X admits a connective H ^ -resolution.
Proof. "i)-Mi)
n
" and "iii)->i)" follow from Theorem I. 4, Lemma 5 and
Proposition 6.
ii)
rt-»iii): Let W-^Xd Y be a (partial) connective Mί7<w>*-resolution of
X of length 1. Remark that H*( Y) is free abelian. Since H*(X; Q)-*H*{ Y; Q)
is a zero map, we see immediately that H*(X)->H*(Y) is a zero map. This
means that W-+Xa Y is a (partial) connective H^-resolution of X of length 1.
Proposition 8. Let X be a connective CW-spectrum and l<w<oo. The
following conditions are equivalent:
ii)
n
 X admits a connective MUTdζjι)^-resolution of length 2;
iii) X admits a connective k*-resolution.
Proof. "i)->ii)
rt" and "iii)-»i)" follow from Theorem I. 7, Lemma 5 and
Proposition 6.
ii)
n
->iii): Let {XkJ Wk} k^0 be a connective MC/Trf<n>ίfί-resolution of X of
length 2. Note that X1 admits a connective MUTdζn)>*-resolution of length 1.
Proposition 7 insists that horn dimMί/), MU*{X^)< 1 and Xx admits a connective
&*-resolution of length 1. Since MUTdζn}*(X^) is free abelian, MU*{X^) is so
by Proposition 3. Now we get the following commutative diagram
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i ζ"
1; Qlz) -*
with exact rows (cf., [13]). We have
), Z)=0
for all p^ί because T o r ^ M t / * ^ ) ® ! ? * Z)=0 for p^l. This means that
the right vertical map ?/' is an epimorphism by Theorem I. 7. Hence
is torsion free abelian. Then, from the triviality of the map k*(X)<S)Q-*
e can easily see that
is exact. Thus W0->Xc:X1 is a partial connective k*-resolution of X of length
1. Consequently X admits a connective ^-resolution of length 2.
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